Focus zx2

Sharing its name with the third-generation European Ford Escort , the model line is the first
front-wheel drive Ford developed and sold in North America. Overcoming the tarnished
reputation for quality and safety established by the fuel tank defect of the Pinto, the Escort
became highly successful in the American marketplace. After , the model line became the
best-selling car in the United States, a position it held during most of the s. The replacement of
the Pinto by the Escort was the first Ford model line to adapt front-wheel drive. The Escort was
produced across three generations. Introduced for , the second generation became a near-twin
of the Mazda-designed Ford Laser a model line sold in Asia and Oceania ; sharing a platform
and powertrain with the Mazda , the Escort grew into the compact car segment. The second
generation was also sold as the Mercury Tracer. For , the third generation was an extensive
redesign of the second-generation platform Escort sedan, introducing the ZX2 coupe; Mercury
continued to sell the Tracer sedan and wagon. For the model year, the Ford Focus succeeded
the Escort as the compact model line as a new-generation "world car"; after the model year, the
Escort shifted primarily to fleet sales, ending production after the model year. The first North
American Escort went on sale on October 3, , for the model year, along with its corporate twin,
the Mercury Lynx. The Escort was available with an "SS" package that included blacked-out
trim, a special stripe and decal package, upgraded brakes, and wider tires. The car was
freshened in , and added Ford's blue oval logo for the first time along with a new grille. In March
an HO high output version of the engine was added, originally only in the EXP and with an
automatic transmission, but soon thereafter available with a manual and also in the sporting
Escort GT which had replaced the SS. In addition to the HO engine, the GT featured cosmetic
changes such as "GT" emblems and stripes, while under the shell there were uprated brakes
and a close-ratio four-speed gearbox. For , the GLX model was dropped and replaced with a
fuel-injected LX model, available as a five-door hatchback or wagon, with a GT engine, blackout
trim, and styled cast aluminum wheels. The interior received a new dashboard, and new rubber
shift boots for manual models; automatic models received new gear selector levers with
straight lines for gear selection instead of the twisting "? Although the basic silhouette was the
same, it was almost completely different from the European version, apart from the Ford CVH
engine. There was a 1. It also came with a five-speed transmission, TRX handling package, front
and rear spoilers, metric-sized alloy wheels and fog lights. Also beginning with the model year,
the Ford EXP received the option of the turbocharged 1. GT models featured high output
engines with revised intake manifolds, cylinder heads and real headers available only with
manual transmissions. The Lynx was retired for , but was replaced by the Mazda -derived
"Tracer" model. This Mazda platform was revamped in and debuted as the Mazda Protege. The
Escort saw another minor facelift in mid, which smoothed out the front and rear fascias.
Three-door hatchback models had curving windowlines along the sides towards the rear of the
cars. The engine was also updated with a slightly revised camshaft and roller lifters. The new
design is commonly referred to as the " Finding some popularity during the final three years of
this generation was the Pony model, which was the least-expensive U. Pony models used
plainer interior trim with greater use of vinyl and plastic instead of cloth, and four-speed manual
transaxles were standard, although buyers could opt for the five-speed found in LX models or
the three-speed ATX automatic. The Mercury Lynx is the Escort's twin. Although the Escort was
now essentially a twin of the Laser instead of the European Escort, it kept the Escort name in
North America due to strong brand equity as well as Chrysler already using the Laser name on
the Plymouth equivalent of the Mitsubishi Eclipse. The prior Escort used localized engines and
shared some elements of design with the European model. The Escort for the s, however, was
almost identical to the Ford Laser and its derivatives, with minor differences in appearance and
base engine. While the Laser featured identical powertrains to the Mazda Familia , the Escort
carried over the 1. Much of the external styling mimicked the first generation Ford Taurus. This
generation of the Escort was one of the first Ford automobiles to feature, on the 1. It also
featured a new electronically controlled four-speed automatic transmission, as well as an
independent rear suspension, both at the time relatively uncommon in cars in this class. The
Mazda-based model sold sluggishly in America at first, since only hatchback models were
offered upon its launch, but became popular later by , after the sedan was introduced, available
in either LX or LX-E trim levels. For the â€” model years, Ford offered the Escort on a "one
price" basis, with the same price for a three- or five-door hatchback, a sedan or a wagon when
equipped with the most popular options three-doors quickly added alloy wheels to the "one
price" specification. The Pony departed in , replaced by the "standard" trim level. The LX and
standard or Pony were equipped with the 1. The Pony or later standard was the base trim level,
lacking most features like power steering or a radio. The LX was the upscale trim level, and a
sport package could be added to make it look like a GT. Subtle differences can be noticed in all
three Escort models sedan, hatchback and wagon from to In , the grill oval hall around the

"Ford" emblem became a little larger in order to allow more air to enter under the hood to cool
the engine. A driver's airbag was introduced in as well, and by , both driver and passenger
airbags were standard with the redesigned dash for the model year. The restyle dropped the
hatchbacks and added a new sporty coupe for the model year. The ZX2 was a much lower-slung
and rakish car than both the Escort sedan and wagon, aimed squarely at the youth market as a
replacement for the Escort GT although lacking the its rear disc brake setup and was built
exclusively at Ford's Hermosillo, Sonora , Mexico, assembly plant. The interior was refreshed
for , and the model was retired after It had a completely redesigned dashboard, and included a
panel that unified the heat and radio controls, similar to that of the third generation Ford Taurus.
The Escort ZX2 coupe featured the 2. Intended for use as the base engine in the larger European
Ford Mondeo and its American cousins, the Ford Contour and Mercury Mystique , the Zetec
gave the ZX2 respectable performance, running 0â€”60 mph in 7. There are subtle differences in
the Escort sedan from to For , the reverse lights were moved into the same piece as the tail
lamps; they were previously below the tail lamp on the body. It was offered in The Escort was
offered in a "sport" package as well. The Mercury Tracer's version was called the "Trio" or
"Sport" depending on the year. A basketweave type of wheel was put on the Tracer Trio while a
flower petal pattern was used on the Tracer Sport. The Escort wagon largely retained the same
body style, gaining only the new interior, front end and fascia, side-view mirrors, door handles,
badging, and slightly restyled taillamps and reflectors. The black window frames on the doors
of some models became body-colored. Both the Escort wagon and the Mercury Tracer sedan
and wagon were discontinued after The Escort sedan was discontinued in , but continued to be
sold as fleet and rental cars only. It was replaced by the Ford Focus [ citation needed ]. The last
Ford Escort rolled off the assembly line on February 20, The last ZX2 rolled off the assembly
line on March 21, In Mexico, it was replaced by the smaller Ford Ikon. For , the four-door sedan
was limited to fleet sales only and the Escort moniker on the Escort ZX2 was quietly dropped,
making the car officially just a two-door notchback coupe. The Ford Focus debuted in in the U.
Though the two cars share the same Zetec engine, there are a few differences. Thanks to better
gearing and less weight, the ZX2 continued to outperform the Focus. Production ceased at the
end of the model year. The suspension bushings were not installed at the factory but instead
packaged with the car for installation at the dealership. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Station Wagon. Colony Park. Light truck. Make anywhere from engine horsepower with an
unmodified stock engine or more with a built engine. The FSWERKS turbocharger kit was
developed primarily for stock unmodified engines but also works great with built engines, a
clean OEM appearance makes this kit appear like it came from the factory. Included in the turbo
kit price is free ECU tuning support. Comes with a 1 year warranty on all parts. Not for SVT cars.
No, sorry we don't offer this kit for your model year or for auto trans. Hi i have an mk1 1. There's
plenty of space in the engine bay, but didn't know if you knew off hand whether this might be a
possible addition to the engine. Thank you for your help. Hi Nick, most likely it will not fit due to
the inline engine layout in the Elan. Cart 0. Intercooled Turbo kit 5. Customer Reviews.
Customer Photos. Reviews Questions. Title of Review. How was your overall experience? Thank
you for submitting a review! Your input is very much appreciated. Share it with your friends so
they can enjoy it too! Facebook Twitter. Clear filters. More Filters. United States. Was this
helpful? No sorry Tim. This kit for the 2. Will it fit? No, sorry it doesn't :. Yes it does. The Ford
Focus is a compact car C-segment in Europe manufactured by the Ford Motor Company and
created under Alexander Trotman 's Ford plan, which aimed to globalize model development
and sell one compact vehicle worldwide. Ford of Europe introduced the Focus in to the
European market as a replacement for the Ford Escort. The decision to name the new car the
"Ford Focus" was made in early , as Ford's senior management had been planning to keep the

"Escort" nameplate for its new generation of small family cars. A last-minute problem arose in
July when a Cologne court, responding to a case brought by the publisher Burda , ordered Ford
to avoid the name "Focus" for the cars in the German market since the name was already taken
by one of its magazines Focus. Ford of North America began marketing the Focus in September
for the model year, with some changes from the European version. The car was launched as a
three-door hatchback , four-door sedan, and five-door wagon ; a five-door hatchback debuted in
It came with a 2. This original Focus RS was only available in Europe with a limited run of cars
being built; just under half of these were sold in the UK. For decades, in the U. The second
generation Focus was launched at the Paris Motor Show on September 25, as a three and
five-door hatchback and an estate, although the new car was previewed, [9] in 4-door sedan
form, as the "Focus Concept" developed by Ford Europe at the Beijing Motor Show in mid The
basic suspension design, which contributed much to the Mk 1's success, was carried over
largely unchanged from its predecessor. Along with a 10 percent stiffer bodyshell, according to
Ford this offers a better ride, but critics claimed the car lacked the precise and poised handling
of the Mk 1. The same body styles as the Mk 1 Focus were offered, though the sedan did not
appear until mid As a result, the interior and boot space have increased. New technologies
include a KeyFree system, a solar-reflect windshield, adaptive front lighting, Bluetooth
hands-free phones and voice control for audio, telephone, and climate control systems.
Stylistically, the Mk 2 features the same design language found in the Mondeo and Fiesta.
Although still recognisable as a Focus, the new car uses styling features from the abandoned
B-Proposal for the original Focus which never reached production. In , Ford released a MK.
Major changes included a new bonnet with more creases, the removal of all mouldings along
the doors and sides, new sculpted pull back headlights, and the big trapezoidal lower grille. In ,
the new Focus RS was launched, with a modified version of the 2. For the North American
market, development followed a separate path. Since debuting at the North American
International Auto Show , the restyled â€” generation was available as a two-door coupe and
four-door sedan ; the hatchbacks and wagon were discontinued. Also included in the redesign
was a support beam behind the dashboard for extra structural rigidity. Though informally
considered as the second generation, it was never officially referred to as such by Ford since its
platform was the same as the first generation. For the third generation, Ford reunited both
international and North American models by releasing the international Mk3 worldwide. The
previous North American version was discontinued, and the new model was launched
simultaneously in North America and Europe in early , both having started production late in In
designing the Ford Focus, a group of young designers used what's called the Third Age Suit in
order to simulate the physical limitations of an elderly person. The suit, which restricts the
wearer's movements, allowed for insights that were implemented into the car's design. The car
shown was a five-door hatchback model, also debuting a new 2. A five-door station wagon was
also made available at launch. This new generation of Focus incorporates a redesigned cabin
with new materials and new entertainment technologies. A significant amount of the new
models of the first year experiences problems with rust underneath the front bonnet, partly due
to issues with the seam sealer used between the structural part of the bonnet and the skin,
which allowed water to seep in and create corrosion similarly to other Ford models of the
period. Other issues included rust developing on the trunk lid of the hatchback model due to
vibrations of a plastic insert creating friction and wearing out the paint on the metal skin of the
lid. Later models included a relocated park brake lever, redesigned adjustable front head rest
and a redesigned accessory 12v plug that is more ergonomic. Ford previewed the third
generation facelifted model at the Geneva Motor Show. The ST and RS models, the latter of
which features an upgraded version of the 2. The RS now has all-wheel drive. The new model
year update Focus range will be offered with a 1. A revised 2. On April 10, , Ford unveiled the
European and Asian-market versions of the fourth-generation Focus, to mark the brand's 20th
anniversary. As in the previous generation, the model is available with sedan, hatchback and
estate bodystyles. The exterior features a sportier design, while Ford described its interior as
being simpler. The company also emphasized technology featured in the new model, including
the Sync 3 infotainment system, FordPass Connect, and the CoPilot driver assistance suite. A
crossover SUV trim level known as the Active is available with the hatchback and estate
bodystyles. The car also has a Vignale luxury trim level. In April , Ford announced that all
passenger vehicles but the Mustang would be discontinued in the North American market, in
order to focus on trucks and SUVs. The Focus Active was intended to be the only version of the
model available in the market, [17] but Ford cancelled these plans in August over tariffs
imposed by the U. Ford no longer sells the Focus in Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan due to a
broader reorganization of their European branch. In April , Ford confirmed there are no plans for
a fourth generation Focus RS model due to pan-European emissions standards and high

development costs. It was immediately on the pace, setting many fastest stage times, but an
illegal water pump meant that the two cars were excluded from that event. The team
successfully defended the manufacturers' title in the season. All the rally cars are built,
prepared, and run for Ford by M-Sport , the motorsport team based in Cockermouth , Cumbria in
Northern England. The team is managed by Malcolm Wilson , a well known former British rally
driver. During its second season, the car ran on liquefied petroleum gas , taking the first BTCC
win for a car powered by this fuel at Brands Hatch. Both cars had engines built to the Next
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The Ford Focus first generation is a compact car that was manufactured by Ford in Europe from
and by Ford in North America from Ford began sales of the Focus to Europe in July and in
North America during for the model year. Manufacturing in Argentina continued until , and it
was still on sale in Brazil until In Asia and Australasia, it replaced the Ford Laser. Codenamed C

during its development, the original Focus took its eventual name from a Ghia concept car
which was shown at the Geneva Motor Show in Certain elements of the design had been seen
even earlier in prototypes used by Ford to demonstrate forthcoming safety features, such as the
eye-level rear lighting clusters. As a continuation of Ford's New Edge styling philosophy, first
seen in the Ford Ka in , and Ford Cougar in , the Focus's styling was often described as
polarising. The decision to name the new car the Ford Focus was made in early , as Ford had
been planning to keep the "Escort" nameplate for its new generation of small family cars. A last
minute problem arose in July when a Cologne court, responding to a case brought by the
publishers Burda , ordered Ford to avoid the name "Focus" for the German market cars since
the name was already taken by the publisher's Focus magazine. The Focus' styling, often noted
as polarizing, [3] [4] [5] [6] was marketed by Ford as New Edge design. Healey, writing for USA
Today , called the styling a "collision of curves and lines. Engineers for the Focus, including
Richard Parry-Jones , developed a class-leading, [10] space-saving independent multi-link rear
suspension , marketed as Control Blade suspension, combining the packaging of a trailing arm
, with the geometry of a double wishbone suspension. The system was developed from that
used in the CDW27 Ford Mondeo estate, but with various modifications to make it simpler and
cheaper to build and therefore economically viable on a mass-market vehicle. Where many
competitors in the compact class, or small family car European class, used the less expensive
semi-independent twist-beam rear suspension , Control Blade offered enhanced
elasto-kinematic performance, i. The long rear lateral arm controls toe, a pair of shorter front
lateral arms, vertically above each other, control the camber, and the Control Blade reacts to
brake and traction loads. The impression is of having plenty of wheel travel for gobbling the
larger stuff and big-car, full-frame isolation when encountering expansion joints and smaller
road imperfections. Following the introduction of the Control Blade suspension and its
popularization by the Focus, other manufacturers e. Focus engineers developed a new interior
packaging for the car's class, with a computer-modeled interior, long wheelbase, tall doors,
raised roofline, increased passenger and cargo volume, raised rear seating and raised H-point
front seating providing higher sight lines and increased rear footroom. Historically, the
Saarlouis , Valencia , and Halewood plants had produced the Escort, however the Focus was
only produced at Saarlouis and Valencia since Halewood was to be switched over to production
of the Jaguar X-Type. However the sixth and final generation of the Escort remained in
production in Halewood until as a budget alternative to the Focus, and the van versions
continued until until its replacement by the Focus-based Ford Transit Connect. A new flexfuel
engine was introduced, based on the European Zetec 1. This could use both gasoline and
bioethanol , but was only available on the Swedish market. This version is still available in some
countries despite the advent of an all-new Mk 2 Focus. As well as these, the Mark I Focus
spawned various special edition trim levels, including:. On and models in the US and Canada,
the second generation Focus received a body-configuration badging e. Targeting Generation X
and Generation Y in the Focus marketing campaign at its North American introduction, Ford
created a now defunct youth-destination website Another of the films was titled "The Kiss. The
film depicted the efforts of a young man to save his tropical fish. All three films were available
for viewing at a now defunct web site, Marketing packages At introduction, Ford offered five
specialized packages for the Focus targeting the youth market [38] marketed as Tailored For
You kits, allowing buyers to customize their car's interior:. Kona: the Kona Mountain Bike
Edition May , examples , featuring an "Out of Bounds" Kona bike, bolt-on bike rack, nylon
washable seat covers, unique colors Dirt Metallic and Rainforest Green, unique side moldings
with molded-in Kona Moto logo and bike tire treads; inch six-spoke machined aluminum wheels
and heavy-duty black rubber floor mats, also with Kona Moto logo and bike tire treads. Street:
the Street Edition September with European suspension, black trim, inch polished aluminum
wheels, a 6-disc CD changer, leather-wrapped steering wheel. The models used same springs,
dampers and anti-roll bars found in the European Focus. Interior details included sport bucket
seats with diamond, silver-masked instrument cluster, radio bezel, door accents and a silver
shift knob. S2: The Focus S2 , available only in the three-door ZX3 model, featured
European-tuned suspension, grey body trim with unique front spoiler and rocker panels,
color-keyed bodyside moldings and S2 badging, rear spoiler, six-spoke inch aluminum wheels
and chrome exhaust tip, six-disc in-dash CD changer, sport bucket seats with
diamond-patterned inserts, and exterior colors including CD silver, Sangria Red and a Focus
Liquid Grey. Several American companies offer genuine Ford parts to modify North American
built Focuses to full or partial European standards. The last of the Mark 1 Focus produced in
Argentina Version featured either a 1. Assembly of the Mark 2 Focus started in for the model.
However, in Brazil , Ford do Brasil offered this until , in 1. Gasoline engines available were the
well-proven 1. The ST and RS performance models used modified versions of the 2. Originally,

the only diesel engine available was the Endura TDDI a development of the old Deutz -designed
motor which Ford had been using since the s. The SVT also featured a reworked version of the
2. Developed in concert with Cosworth, this engine featured a special aluminum cylinder head
with enlarged intake ports, high compression pistons and forged connecting rods, piston oil
squirters, solenoid operated variable camshaft timing on the intake cam, dual stage intake
manifold, and a tubular exhaust header. These additions, coupled with an increased Getrag
provided a six-speed manual transmission shared with the Mini Cooper S. This transmission
was a twin layshaft design and included a dual mass flywheel to eliminate vibration and
transmission noise. Other changes to complete the package included sharper steering through
an increased boost ratio in the steering rack, larger disc brakes on all four corners, and
stiffened suspension with a slightly larger rear anti-roll bar. Interior features included leather
seats, steering wheel, shift knob, and boot as well as emergency-brake handle and boot. In the
SVT was offered in the five-door body style and an all new European Appearance Package for
three-doors only. It included all available options plus full leather Recaro seats and
fifteen-spoke dark argent colored wheels. The exterior was available in two new colors,
Screamin' Yellow and Competition Orange. The only option the five-door did not include were
the sideskirts. In , its final year of production, the Euro package was available in the five-door
model as well. Also the five-spoke wheels were no longer available and a 6 spoke design was
the replacement. Though power was lower than the SVT, acceleration was only slightly lower
due to a higher differential ratio. The ST used dampers and stabilizer bars similar to those of the
SVT, but significantly softer springs. For the and ST's the suspension geometry was changed to
provide a softer ride. The Focus ST name did return in in an all new model. The Black Oak
engine management system. The engine was sourced from the Ford of Mexico Chihuahua plant.
Production was limited to units only. The RS was offered all over Europe, but were sold in the
United Kingdom, by far its largest market. Using a turbocharged version of the 2. It would
generate a steady 0. It would also allow 1. Mechanically, most notably, the car incorporated a
Quaife automatic torque biasing differential to improve traction from the front-wheel drive
setup. Wheels were 18" alloys specially developed by OZ Racing. The engine was heavily
modified with forged aluminium pistons, hardened valve seats, sodium -filled exhaust valves,
stainless steel exhaust system. The forced induction system comprised a Garrett turbocharger
with a water-cooled charge air cooler and an electric water pump. To transmit the higher torque
an upgraded AP clutch was used. A green starter button starts the engine. The instruments
have a blue background and in place of the coolant temperature gauge, the RS was equipped
with a boost pressure indicator up to 1. The gear lever knob, handbrake lever, and pedals were
all custom made by Sparco. All-around performance was roughly equal or better to its other
competitors, including hatchbacks such as the Honda Civic Type-R and some four-wheel drive
cars in the same price field. Ford Motor Company made acquisition in of its longtime partner
Cosworth Racing and was exploring the return of the Cosworth badge on their production cars.
It was immediately on the pace, setting many fastest stage times, but the use of an illegal water
pump meant that the two cars were excluded from the event. The car, with most parts
redesigned from the ground up, featured a lighter body shell and a new aerodynamically
enhanced front bumper and wing. By , the car was no longer competitive and Ford had a
winless season. In Europe, the hatchback is the biggest selling bodystyle. Ford attempted to
market the saloon in Europe as a mini- executive car by only offering it in the Ghia trim level,
something that it had tried before with the Orion of the s. It has since given up on this strategy,
and has started selling lower specified versions of the saloon. Despite its radical styling the
hatchback version in particular , and some controversial safety recalls in North America, the car
has been a runaway success across the globe, even in the United States, where Ford has
traditionally failed to successfully sell its European models. This was the best-selling car in the
world in through The Focus, unlike the Escort, was never offered in a dedicated panel van body
style; however, a commercial Focus based on the 3-door hatch is available in Europe - most
commonly in Ireland. Ford therefore continued the Escort Van until the purpose-designed
Transit Connect was introduced in as its replacement. A convertible version was another
notable omission that was rectified with the Mk2 Coupe-Cabriolet. The European Focus, in ,
according to German reports and surveys, was claimed to be the most reliable car between one
and three years old in the German car market. Since its launch in , the first generation Focus
has won over 60 awards including 13 Car of the Year awards in both Europe and North America,
and more recently, the best family car ever Autocar UK Though the Focus received the R. By ,
the Focus received a Consumers Digest Best Buy Rating, [56] taking numerous factors into
consideration, including reliability and recall history as well as the Strategic Vision Total Quality
Award. The Focus placed on Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list for five consecutive years
between and Only models sold in Continental Europe and the British Isles are shown, overseas
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Standard on the non-ST â€” Focus. Standard on the â€” Focus ST. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown
Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST.
Focus RS. Sports car. City car. Fiesta I. Fiesta II. Fiesta IV. Fiesta V. Fiesta III. Fiesta VI. Fiesta
VII. Small family car. Escort Vb. Escort VI. Focus II. Focus III. Focus IV. Large family car. Sierra I.
Sierra II. Mondeo I. Mondeo II. Mondeo III. Mondeo IV. Executive car. Granada II. Scorpio II.
Mustang VI. Small SUV. Medium SUV. Maverick I. Maverick II. Kuga I. Kuga II. Kuga III. Large
SUV. Explorer Hybrid. Compact MPV. C-MAX I. Large MPV. S-MAX I. Galaxy I. Galaxy II. Galaxy
III. Courier III. Courier IV. Transit Courier. Transit Connect I. Transit Connect II. Transit Custom.
Transit II. Transit III. Transit IV. Transit V. Transit VI. Ranger I. Ranger II. Ranger III. Falcon Ute.
Falcon Van. Subcompact SUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. The popular subcompact was
designed as a low-cost family car Currently available in two body styles and a variety of trim
levels, with a choice of engines and transmissions, the highly versatile and configurable Ford
Focus compact car coasts int Escort Zx2 lead Footer â€” This car handles nimbly, probably due
to the light weight, but the stock tires don't have very much Ford Escort â€” Si lo llevas al piso
queda hermosooo. Bastante fragil pero se la banca. Tiene buena mecanica y si lo Select a car to
compare. Year: Select Year Trim: Select Trim ZX2. Compare Cancel. Model: Select Model. Year:
Select Year. Trim: Select Trim. User Ranking Drivers and owners ranked these cars in 9
categories. Used Car Pricing Used listing price comparison and analysis. Showing nationwide
pricing. Enter your zip code to view local pricing. Expert Reviews Reviews from CarGurus
experts. The last of a classic breed, the Ford Escort was the final model in one of the
automaker's top-selling economy lines. User Reviews Reviews from CarGurus users who have
driven or owned the car. Ok not too many accessories. The Focus St is a great, fun, reliable,
daily driver. Its the best of both worlds. With the powerful 2. Gasoline Gasoline. Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Super
clean, nice running gas saver!! Toyota Universe is proud to offer this great Ford Focus in Gold.
Trade must be present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is ready to
help you with your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and
used vans wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at Your safety is our Top Priority. We
are constantly sanitizing our vehicles, offices, showroom, etc. Our delivery drivers will sanitize
the vehicle before taking it to you. If you require additional safeguards, please reach out to our

team. Snatch a deal on this Ford Focus SE before someone else takes it home. Roomy but
easy-moving, its tried-and-true Automatic transmission and its strong Gas I4 2. Our goal is to
provide our customers with a great deal on a great car. We carry over pre-owned vehicles of all
makes and models. We truly care about our customers, just give us a shot and see for yourself!
This Ford Focus has great acceleration and wonderful styling without sacrificing exceptional
fuel economy. The incredibly low mileage and painstaking upkeep on this Ford Focus makes it a
once-in-a-lifetime deal that won't last long! Call us today to reserve your test drive! Based on
the superb condition of this vehicle, along with the options and color, this Ford Focus S is sure
to sell fast. A truly breathtaking example of pure vehicle design achievement Visit us at: E. We
still operate on the same simple principle handed down to us by our founder, Charles Dunn:
Always be as good as your word. Through two world wars, recessions and depressions, the
space age and now the information age, Dunn Chevy Buick has withstood and thrived because
we never forgot that advice. Fair pricing, friendly service, honest interaction - That's the Dunn
Deal. This car looks and drives great! Overall this car is very clean inside and out! It's priced to
sell ASAP so give us a call now! We offer financing with very competitive rates! Odometer is
miles below market average! It is equipped with a 5 Speed Manual transmission. The vehicle is
Red with a Tan interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Visit Frontier Auto
Sales online at No Accidents, 52 Service records. Now in the eighth year of its model cycle, the
Ford Focus is the oldest economy car in the U. It is a simple, reliable, and affordable economy
car. Ford says smart design and spirited driving were the guiding forces behind the
development of the Focus. Unlike the Escort before it, the Focus was designed as a world car
that would be sold across the globe. When it debuted in , it offered unusual styling, a roomy
interior and excellent road manners, thanks to its responsive steering and suspension. In
NHTSA frontal-impact crash testing, the sedan, this focus earned a perfect five stars for driver
protection. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 3, Cylinders 4
cylinders 3 cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric Range mi mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Check
Availability. Price Drop. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. It
is very reliable. I bought my used from a car rental and I have had it for 10 years now. I have ,
miles on it and I don't see myself giving it up for a long time to come! I am short and the seat
rises up to where your head basically touches the roof! My parents bought one a few years ago
because they liked driving in mine and getting in and out was easy for them. I get 35 miles to the
gallon even at 10 yrs. They aren't the most quiet cars but they are a good ride and dependable.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Search Data Studies. Used Cars. Ford Escort. Cars Owners
Keep the Longest. Most Popular Cars in See more studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars.
Location: Grantsville, MD Dealer Rating:. Location: Airway Heights, WA Get email alerts for
price drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like to view the latest search
results? Zip Code Required X. How many are for sale and priced below market? How much does
a used Ford Escort ZX2 cost? Average Price. How to save money when buying a used Ford
Escort ZX2? What colors are the best deals for a Ford Escort ZX2? Least Expensive Color. What
Ford Escort ZX2 color has the best resale value? Price differences by car color compared to the
average price of a used Ford Escort ZX2. How does car color affect the average price of a used
Ford Escort ZX2? What is the best time to buy a used Ford Escort ZX2? Good times to buy. Ford
Escort In Top Cities. Others also viewed these Models Used Ford Escort By Trim. Keep me
posted on new listings X. Email me new car listings and price drops matching this search:.
Email Please specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy
Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email me when the price of this listing drops:. Please
specify correct email. Email me for all future saved listings. The search has been saved X. The
search has been saved. Would you like to get email alerts for new listings and price drops for
the search? Subscribe No. See my listings. Start searching smarter now. Ford Escort in
Houston. Ford Escort in Atlanta. Ford Escort in Dallas. Ford Escort in Chicago. Ford Escort in
Miami. Ford Escort in Philadelphia. Ford Escort in Phoenix. Ford Escort in Orlando. Ford
Mustang for Sale. Honda Accord for Sale. Honda Civic for Sale. Used Ford Escort LX. Used Ford
Escort SE. Used Ford Escort Base. Used Ford Escort L. We're surprised the ZX2 Coupe has
lasted this long. It's not a terrible car, but the Focus ZX3 is so much better that we wonder what
the point of this Escort-based econocoupe is. It has some decent skills to offer, but it's getting
old and definitely feeling the heat from younger and more dynamic members of the team. The
younger and more dynamic teammate would be Ford's Focus ZX3. Both the Escort ZX2 and the
Focus ZX3 are aimed at attracting young buyers through a combination of an affordable price,
unique styling, versatility and a fun-to-drive nature. The ZX2 has been around since as the

coupe version of the Escort Sedan. It shares the same basic front-drive platform and
suspension components with the Escort Sedan which is no longer available. The ZX2 has its
own unique body panels, however, and its styling could be an attribute to some people,
especially those who dislike the sharp-angled Focus, which might explain the ZX2's longevity.
But allow us to be frank: The Focus is a much better car. We see little reason to buy a ZX2
Coupe over a Focus. The ZX2's lower price might be attractive, but the difference isn't that
great. All the while, the Focus has a roomier interior, better suspension and handling, and better
crash-test scores. If the ZX2 were middle management, it would probably be fired by now. The
two-door Escort ZX2 is available in three trim levels: standard, deluxe and premium. Standard
on all ZX2s are foglamps, a cassette player and a rear spoiler. Deluxe versions add air
conditioning, cruise control and a CD player, while the Premium package includes power
windows and locks. Options include ABS and a sunroof. The only engine available is Ford's 2.
This is the same engine that's used in the Focus ZX3, and it's rated at horsepower and
pound-feet of torque. The Zetec engine is competitive for this class, and its best attribute is a
broad and usable power band. A five-speed manual transmission is standard, and a four-speed
automatic is optional. The ZX2 provides basic safety features like front airbags, glow-in-the-dark
trunk release and seatbelt pre-tensioners, with ABS as optional equipment. It lacks modern
advancements like traction or stability control and side airbags. NHTSA frontal crash testing
hasn't been performed on the two-door, though the no-longer-available four-door earned three
stars for driver and front-passenger safety. Rear passengers in a side impact may fare well with
a score of four stars, but the ZX2 earned just a single star in side-impact testing for front
passengers. Understeer is the predominant handling trait of the aged ZX2. We do like the Zetec
engine and the sufficient thrust that it provides. The manual's shifter is rather floppy and has
long throws, but it's clearly the better choice for a more sporting drive. Inside, the ZX2 has a
swoopy some would say overwrought instrument panel that blends into the door panels. Both
front and rear interior room is good for this class, though the Focus has even more. The same
goes for trunk space. The ZX2 will hold As with most small cars, the ZX2's split rear seatbacks
can be flipped forward to make extra space for longer items. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Escort Coupe. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out
Ford Escort lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Superior Ford Focus ZX3 competes in the same
showroom, lack of cabin space, uncomfortable seats. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Escort for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for
price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The aged Escort receives a few changes this year. On the outside, there are stylistic
changes to its front and rear fascias, including standard foglamps. Inside, new cloth spruces up
the seats, and the standard model receives a cassette player. Fifteen-inch wheels are standard
on all models, and two new colors make their debut. For , Ford has renamed the options
packages "deluxe" and "premium. Premium models also get power windows, locks and remote
keyless entry. Finally, the in-dash six-disc CD changer is no longer available. Read more. Write
a review See all 56 reviews. It's always fun watching imports pull up, and not only find out they
are slower, but don't get better mpg. I can fit 3 people and luggage for a week in it and still get
35 mpg hwy. New fascia reduces cute factor, and increases enthusiast curiosity. Have
aftermarket tires, rims, muffler, air intake, etc. Sure, larger people will want to avoid driving, but
were not all lineman here! Although the car was well worth the 11 large, kind of wish I didn't
have to install an armrest. Nonetheless, this car has more range than one might expect, as I can
drive from Tampa to Miami, and still drive around the city; Fords the best US maker. Read less.
Approaching k and Near End of Life. Almost 4 years and It cost a ton to maintain this car - I
think I've replaced everything once, some things twice front brakes, portions of exhaust system.
My son's hard driving, especially on some bad country roads, and not taking good care of it was
a major contributing factor to its rapid decline. However, honestly, I think the previous owner
simply sold this car at the right time. Best Features: The gas mileage is fantastic! I own an '07

Mustang GT, and this car, though it doesn't compare, is still fun to drive. Pretty roomy for me, a
lb guy. Stereo system sounds OK, for a lower-end vehicle. In the northern rust belt, this car
abhors water and the damage it does more than the Wicked Witch of the West. Definitely needs
a driver's arm rest. Update: Took the vehicle to the auto graveyard day after Thanksgiving , with
just under k on it. The tranny was leaking oil when driven in Reverse, and it just wasn't worth
fixing. I bought this car when it had 14, mi. It now has over , Now a friend was driving it and has
wrecked it, was so upset. I never had to change or repair a single thing on the car except a set
of tires. Not once did it ever break down. Only complaint is the idling, which is normal for these
cars. See all 56 reviews of the Used Ford Escort Coupe. Write a review. People who viewed this
also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Escort. Sign Up. It looks like you're new here. If
you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Share your vehicle reviews. Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. January The really funny part in all my
misadventures is that I have the strangest gut feeling that something good will come of it. Case
in point my Black ZX2 was destroyed but I ended up with a much better version of the car albeit
it made for the most expensive ZX2 in Northern Virginia. And it did get me more involved in web
design and got me back into shooting cars With a camera. My cat dying Well not much of a
positive nature can be said about the passing of Miss Mottles. My mother described her as gift
following my failed engagement, and the ruination of my credit by a certain petite little bird of
my past. As silly as it sounds that cat taught me to feel love again. As for My insurance
skyrocketing I am hard pressed to find a good thing in that, beyond perhaps teaching me a little
humity. Then there is that spectacular looking German I fell in love with. Well one thing that has
come of it the showing that I can have an intimate relationship last. Another thing that she
showed me quite plainy is that I still have some emotional issues to be resolved. Ones that date
back to Genny the tart who dumped me just before my wedding 8 years ago. So who knows in 8
years I may again fall in deeply in love, only this time it may actauly last. My credit card number
being stolen My freak accident with my neck I have been blessed by reasonably good health for
most of my life. Most injuries I have sustained have been fairly easy and quick to heal. In my
arrogance and over confidence I have always approached physical tasks with a "bull in china
shop attitude". The more physicaly aggressive I can be with a project the better. Now here I am
faced with the reality that I growing older and I can't do things the same way as I did when I was
30 years old. So perhaps in the long term the very real threat to my own way of life will teach me
to think things through a little more carefully. I am not overly religious, but I do believe
everything happens for a reason and every transgretion spelling we commit has a price. Where
the devil I am at right now I have No idea. February Wasn't the escort the most dependable car
in the Ford lineup? I mean yes everyone and their borther has a F, but I am suprised they are
putting so much on the truck line which is oversaturated. Really, I am just sad to see the escort
go. Rather quiet in here isn't it??? I have recently moved out to Gainesville, Va about 26 miles
south west of my former apartment. I am now faced with open highway driving on my daily
commute. Much to my pleasure there is an 9 mile section of I66 which involves pretty intense
highspeed driving at 80 or above just maintain traffic speeds. Whenever I take my beloved ZX2
up and let her fly; she gets up to speed like the proverbial pocket rocket that she is but then it
seems as if the car wants to back off. If I keep my foot almost all the way down there is no
problem, however it feels like I am close to the top end of the speedometer. Despite this
sensation even so I still have tons power left over and if I put my foot down further I can quickly
reach 95 The fastest I have gone in this car , though admittedly I haven't tried to hold the higher
speed for obvious reasons. Any thoughts??? Any readers left??? That's way too loud for me
The way it's geared now, there needs to be a sixth speed That's why I'm getting out of my Z as
soon as I can I commute too long each week now. I love the car, it's perfect, but it's too loud. I
agree. There's just too much noise comming through the firewall at highway speeds. I suspect
it's because of the lack of insulation combined with the low gearing and hight rpm's that result. I
appreciate the acceleration the Z produces with it's lowly hp, but I too would like some taller
gears. Seems to me that 1st is way too low. I haven't dug up the gear ratios, but 1st should be
closer to the existing 2nd - not quite that tall, but close. If the relative spacing were maintained
from that point then 5th would be a decent hiway gear, the car would be quieter and
acceleration would still be respectable. Ford must have thought we were going to pull bass
boats with our Z's. I think Ralex is suggestion has merit. It would have made more sense to
increase the top end of 1st, and raise the low end of the other gears proportionatly. This would
in theory make 5th a better highway gear. Still when I merge from I66 to the capitol beltway the
driving can get very exciting as to get to my exit I have cross about 6 lanes of traffic in 2 mile
stretch added to which all cars are moving faster than me, as I attempt to merge. In this area the
ZX2 excels as it can out run most of the traffic while still in third gear. Perhaps I should forget

about it and get a Sebring Though the ZX2 isn't quiet I have reached the conclusion that I am
the only person not bothered by the engine sound. The ZX2 is indeed too loud for prolonged
highway driving. That is at speeds 65mph and over. At 55, it's not so bad but you would be the
slowest car on the road, with the way folks drive around here. A Sebring LXI convertible or
sedan will be very nice with the 2. Acceleration is mild, not even as quick as the ZX2 but
certainly your highway driving will be a pleasure. It doesn't even have the same engine. The
only thing I don't like about Chrysler cars, is that they put cheap tires on them that generate
road noise. The only decent Michelin tires they have are put on the Ms. I just noticed the Focus
SVT with the hp 2 liter in it. That engine would sure make up for some of the ZX2s rough edges.
I can't help but wonder what it took to get those extra 40 ponies. You will notice that even
though HP went way up, torque did not go so high. What that means is you will spool your
engine up to higher RPMs to get the extra power, in the same way Hondas do with their high
output-high revving engines. Read a report on the SVT Focus and just at you said Rick, dual
stage intake manifold, variable cam timing on the intake side, and a less restrictive exhaust.
March Daughter is looking for a car and likes the Escort but I am not really familiar with them so
was wondering if anyone could tell me the difference between the Escort ZX2 cool coupe and
the ZX2 hot coupe? Thanks in advance. Those were Ford option ordering labels for the models.
I think power door locks and windows too. Other folks got theirs with the power package which
meant power windows and locks. The models also come in convenient ordering packages:
basic, deluxe and premium. Auto transmission is also an option. There weren't any significant
differences. The option list for both was pretty much the same. I wanted to keep mine as simple
as possible, so I ordered the Hot with a Sport pkg. Not tilt, no cruise, no electric windows, etc.
Hi all ZX2er Just wanted to say that I love my ZX Its a atx Got a good deal on it Also, just wanted
to add that the car is handling the cold pretty well I find that the gas mileage isn't that great in
the city I find it funny when some compact cars with teenagers try to race me I'll kill them until i
hit the speed limit and then stay at that speed It's a nice feeling Anywho, I hope you have a
great day I like that, even if it does sound like a sleeping pill or a secret ingredient :. Nice to see
another Canadianer around these parts Where are you from? This car is fast. The six speed the
different gearing the extra oomph. It all makes this car great and it out-handles most BMW's. I
am buying one as soon as I can afford it. Quite the opposite, folks on this board are quite
impressed with that car. As for your ZX3 being faster than a ZX2, perhaps you modified it?
Otherwise the lighter body weight and its gearing give the ZX2 a slight advantage. Are dealers
accepting orders yet? Another mid size car is coming based off of the Cross trainer SUV and a
Fiesta based sport wagon too. Maybe the ZX2 name willl appear again on a new compact? Im
betting it will. Don't get me wrong - if I had the money to fritter away, I would consider buying a
Focus SVT to drive for a year or two. I wouldn't touch a used one a year from now, nor would I
keep a new one very long. I just don't believe Ford is building Zetec engines with enough
precison to survive frequent trips to that 7, rpm range where the ponies live. I hate weight.
Weight demands more power, bigger brakes, more rubber, etc. Of course the ZX3 has all those
things, but they will cost you an extra five thousand bucks. The SVT is cute in a video game sort
of way, with it's swoopy dash, up to date hatchback body, and a gee whiz six speed gear box
that will undoubtedly embarrass more than a few rookies and infuriate wives. The old ZX2
however, is butt ugly inside and out. It's cheap. It's light and it's quick. For just a couple of
hundred bucks you can stiffen up the suspension and with rubber you'll find the handling quite
good. I can't help but think the old ZX2's lower CG and lighter weight would be significant. The
ZX2, as far as I can tell, does not have one endearing feature. The engine is a little rough and
though torquey, doesn't make much horsepower. The gear ratios aren't right and the drivetrain
isn't smooth. The seats are neither supportive nor comfortable. The cockpit is noisey and it's
the wrong kind of noise. Fit and finish The total package is a different story though. What a
bargain. No other car offers as much fun per dollar and if you keep your Z, in a few years you'll
realize it is the ultimate beater; durable, economical, and still fun. So I guess it boils down to
whether you are a boy racer and want to hang with the tuners and straight line racers, or you're
an old fogey who prefers a solid, unpretentious coupe with ho hum specs and a down to earth
price tag. For driving to work or occassionally out running a Neon, Sunfire or Cavelier not to
mention some of the lamer V6 junk out there or for roaring along twisting, scenic roads through
Arkansas' answer to the Alps, make mine a ZX2. In fact, I think I'll order that Superchip today. I
apologize for the length of this post, but it's a slow day at work, and there isn't a lot of activity
here anyway. As usual, this is just my opinion. Your mileage may vary. Batteries not included.
Hi All! I've been checking back occassionally, but have not posted in a while. FYI re: my ; 28,
miles and holding. Need new tires this summer and will review the old postings before
purchase. Gonna keep the Swirles though, still kinda like em'. Besides, Although I would not
tolerate hubcaps, I am past the need for Chrome. Been doing some distance traveling lately and

although I have long since developed an immunity to the road noise of this car, others do notice
it. I was thinking of adding some stick-on insulation to the fire wall. Should be inexpensive, add
little weight and hopefully will somewhat improve the road noise. Still think the car was a great
choice, great value, is super dependable and have never regretted my selection. Thankfully, I do
not have to worry about what I will be purchasing for a replacement for a few more years.
Hopefully, the ZX2 be available in some form or another. So I'll probably have to trade this in.
There's only one problem: I now owe more than what Kelly Blue Book says it's worth in trade in
value. It's got 20, miles on it with a dent in the fender courtesy of my student driver. Is there
anyone out there who sold his car for more? Is Floridian still around, I think his son traded his
car in for a Mazda. Any tips guys? April The worst part of your situation is that a Ford dealer will
deal better with you than the competition, or at least that has been my experience out here in
Yoyo Junction. If a dealer has several used ZX2s on his lot, he's not going to cut you much
slack either. My local frog dealer just bought four or five at aution and that has diminished his
interest in mine. Of course he wants repeat business so that helps, but if you end up at the GM
joint, just bend over The only nice thing was that they cut me a good deal on the car, including a
very good discount and interest rate. At first they said 8. I almost shouted "I can't do that!
Anyway my wife asked me why I was so mad. It must have been too much bending over, blood
rushing to my head. I still don't like the upright driving position, there is not enough of the
telescoping action in the steering wheel, can't get it closer to my body. So the position is like in
delivery vans of old - like the old milk trucks where your feet are almost tucked in to your body
but your arms are stretched out and your back is upright. The seat won't go down low enough
either. But the daughter and wife are happy. By the way on the lot there were about 25 brand
new Focus and 10 ZX2s. I guess it means there is still a lot of interest in the ZX2. One thing I
found is that this dealer gives its price as advertised. You have to be careful because they give
you the low discounted price, but you have to add the freight charge back on. Whereas other
dealers include it in the quoted figure. Congrats on the new ride, Rick. It appears hatchbacks
are where it's at now I checked out a ZX3 similar to yours just a week ago. I liked it, but I agree
with you on the seating. I did like the feel of the seat back much better that my ZX2 though. I
didn't care for the red paint or the little crank for seat height adjustment. Check in from time to
time and let us know how you're doing. You know you will want to know how long it takes
Photog to crash his green ZX2. Why would a company that wants there custermors to be
satisfied get rid of basicaly a trouble free car like the ZX2 and bring in a pos like the Focus. It
has more troubles than a Yugo. The Focus lacks performance, styling, economy. I think that if
you are at the shop more than at work then you are loosing money. Ford doesn't care about the
consumer. They still have not fixed the heater core problem from about 5 yrs ago and it still is in
the Focus. May Where did everyone go? A major national publication is looking for a consumer
who is buying or just bought a vehicle and has considered a Ford, but is worried about their
recent quality lapses. June How are the cars holding up? Any squeaks and rattles, etc? I bought
my ZX2 new in '99 and have driven it to work on a daily basis. It has about 40, miles on it now
and is running just fine. It certainly hasn't been pampered by any means, but it has no squeaks
or rattles and no malfunctions. Though I'm disappointed with seats, the shifter, and the slow
steering ratio, I still insist the ZX2 was a helluva bargain. If it had an extra 20 ponies and stiffer
anti-roll bars, I would put a Recarro in it and keep it forever. One week ago, I just bought a ZX2
Premium. Dark Shadow Grey Clearcoat with the charcoal interior. Automatic transaxle, 6 disc
changer, remote keyless entry, power windows, locks, brakes, AC, blah blah blah. I love this car.
I couldn't have picked a better one! I will be getting a car of that type sporty coupe for one of my
employees in the next few days. So far it's down to a ZX2 or a Sunfire. Really impressed with the
Sunfire with the new Ecotec 2. That engine is very impressive. So smooth and quiet you literally
have to look the tach sitting at a stoplight to see if it is running and with a lot of low end torque
very quick off the line. Hud: There's a rebate. I also receive back for being a recent college grad,
plus I was able to put down. Overall was 14, out the door. The ZX2 was between cheaper than
the Focus, and offered just as much or even more. What kinda business are you in that you get
your new employees new cars? Are you looking for any database programmers? My son just
traded his ZX on a new Mazda P5. He put 45K trouble free miles on his Z and really liked it. He
mostly just wanted a "new" set of wheels LOL! Especially idle. I put several thousand miles on
his car during some trips we took together and that apect of the car always bugged me a little.
Funny thing, that same engine in the Focus seemed a lot smoother. I hope yours is OK. Sorry,
no DBP needed. The cars in question are for our field service technicians. We are a dealer sales
and service for engineering graphics equipment, large format copiers and plotters. We provide a
new car for each tech rep. They are responsible for maintenance and appearance. At the end of
K miles they get the car free and clear IF no accidents or tickets. Those cars are raffeled off the
annual company picnic, usually one or two, and the proceeds go for the next picnic or

Christmas party. If any surplus then a vacation cruise goes to the tech that has the fewest
call-backs and sells the most service contracts. Lotsa fun!! Hud: The Z's come with 2. I'm not
sure what the difference is. To me, it's just one letter of a difference. I had a Honda Accord used
before this purchase. It was nice for a used car to get me back and forth from the college years,
but after a while the maintanence was getting too expensive. Repairs for Hondas seem to be
about dollars more than on domestic cars. I had a timing chain snap on that Honda, got an
estimate for about My brother and I fixed it for much less, but it took 2 weeks. Thanks for the
correspondence. I was told by a Ford mechanic that the main difference is in the motor mounts
that are used in the Z vs the ones in the Focus. Judging from all the recalls that have come
down for the Focus I guess the Z IS the better choice,all the bugs out in what will most likely be
it's last year of production. I did a little research on the new GM Ecotec 2. What impressed me
was the features of a balance-shaft crank, chain driven cams no belt to worry about all
aluminum head, block and cast oil pan, 5. I drove a Sunfire this afternoon and with the deal they
are giving it looks like that's going to be the one! I hope it is a good choice for the employee
that will get it. Good luck on your job quest. Not my choice, but rather my wife and daughter
preferred an auto, and also wanted all the bells and whistles the "blah, blah, blah". The ZX2 was
a manual, plus no power windows, no CD player, etc. Anyway, the engine is the same except for
the camshaft grind which are slightly different, and the gearing. The ZX2 also has VCT variable
cam timing on the exhaust cam for emissions and fuel economy reasons, to compensate for its
otherwise larger appetite for gasoline. However because of the gearing, it is much louder at high
speeds even on 5th. Its optimum speed seems to be at 55, after which it starts getting
progressively noisier. The Focus on the other hand seems to have been built more with
refinement as one of its objectives, with acceleration a much lesser priority. The Focus is also a
few hundred pounds heavier, which has two effects: it makes it slower, but because of the
additional sound insulation used, results in less noise inside the cabin. I now prefer the
suspension of the ZX3, as it seems to be more solid and yet less noisy. The "thump" of the ZX2
going over potholes was audible. Maybe it is just a matter of perception and the fact that there
is a lot more insulation, because it seems to me that with the much smaller wheel well, there is
less travel for the Focus's wheels. I have indeed noticed that there is more "wallow" from side
to side in the Focus, indicative of less travel on the suspension. I think the anti-sway bars are
the same. I have found that the ZX2 is a huge improvement over the Escort with which it shares
the Mazda design platform. I recently had my Focus in to repair hailstone damage. They gave
me an Escort as my rental car, and this car was awful. It had the 2. As for the GM 2. In fact it IS
the Lotus Elise except with a different body, much cheaper price, with less engine tune.
Nevertheless, it develops HP and goes mph in 5. Thanks for the information. I hear a lot of
people complain about the loud cabin noise. I notice that I can hear bumps, but that doesn't
bother me at all. I would rather be able to hear when I hit something, than not to hear it at all
leaving possible damage unheard. Also, there is a little wind noise in the cabin as well, but
nothing that annoys me. I find it to be a smooth, corner-hugging, quiet ride which allows me to
feel the road. I'm not a big gear-head, and I'm not impressed with how long it takes my car to go
60 mph. If I can get from point A to point B without dying, and all the while loving every mile I
drive, I consider the car to be perfect. Plus, you just can't beat the new car smell! Childish, I
know, but it's truthful to some extent. Other than the chassis, suspension, brakes, wiring and
some interior parts the ZX2 shares nothing with the Escort. Not the exterior panels or bumpers,
headlights, nor the windshield nor windows, nor engine. Now would you say the Mazda is the
same thing as a Mazda MX3? But they share the same chassis don't they? In fact they share the
same engine, don't they? In fact shouldn't we call the ZX2 a Mazda ? Being slightly facetious
here, but I am sick of people calling the ZX2 an Escort. Big mistake by Ford, which they realized
too late. It IS an escort. Body panels, windsheilds, lights, and any other cosmetic change does
not make it another kind of car. The engine is different, but then, many cars come with different
engine configurations right? The ZX2 is an Escort with the Zetech. All of the cars guts except
the engine are the same. The suspension is the same, just tuned a little tighter. The drivetrain is
the same. The chassis is the same. Have you driven the sedan? It is very similar. I personally
think this is speaking well for the sedan rather then the other way around so don't take it
personally. Sorry to disappoint, but you drive an escort. And if you are happy with your car it
shouldn't matter. There is a "tuner type, boy racer" here in town that has dropped a ZX engine
into a Escort Wagon. It is tweeked a little too and goes like hell. He told me it was a really
"simple" almost a bolt-in swap. He really surprises a lot of the street racers at the local outlaw
drags. Who'd expect a Escort wagon to smoke the tires off the line? Whatever happened to
"photog", never see him on here anymore? I was never once deterred when my '94 Escort was
actually called an Escort. The biggest dissapointment when I purchased my Z besides reverting
back to an Ford engine was the lack of rear disc brakes, which the GT did have. The ZX2 is an

Escort??? I think everyone who owns either an Escort or a ZX2 knows that they are the same
car, derivatively. However, it's hard to imagine when driving a ZX2 that it ever spawned from the
Escort. I know on the inside they are the same, but outwardly, I like to think the ZX2 projects its
own image. I think this may be one of the reasons I like the damned car so much. Don't follow
me yet? I understand that some Korean cars made until were also based on that dependable
platform. So should they all be called Mazda s or Ford Escorts? They are each different from
each other that they deserve their own names. I insist Ford made a mistake when they first
marketed the ZX2 as an Escort because they did not have any marketing dollars to give it its
own advertising budget. They realized their mistake too late to stem the damage, but they still
did correct it. Take a look at Ford's website. July According to Edmunds, there is a ZX2. It is the
last "Escort" derived car. The platform dates back to and is related to the Protege. Hud: My
girlfriend and I had the opportunity to test drive a Sunfire, which I suggested after reading one
of your last posts. I'm not sure if it
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's just the dealership and it's care for their cars, but the Sunfire just drove terribly. The steering
was very touchy, and the exhaust sounded horrible. I know it might just be wear, but it only had
17 miles on it, and it was a ! As far as comfort, it was "decently" comfortable, but I did not have
a lot of head room and I'm only 6 feet tall. My head was practically hitting the roof, and my seat
was back as far as I thought it would go. The dollar incentive is hard to pass up, but a fully
loaded Sunfire is only cheaper than a fully loaded ZX2, which is far more worth the dinero. But,
I'm sure you've already bought the Sunfire for your lucky new employee. You gotta hand it to
Ford; they keep making very affordable cars that are extremely comfortable and fully loaded
with the exception of the Thunderbird, which always boasted it's affordability until now. That
was supposed to read as in thirty-five thousand, not as in three hundred thousand. My stupid
bad. Sign In or Register to comment.

